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Serial FDG-PET/MR Imaging for Head and Neck
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Abstract—Radiation therapy (RT), with or without chemotherapy, can be an effective organ-preserving treatment strategy for
many patients with head and neck cancer. Loco-regional failure,
however, can occur in a significant minority of patients. Typically,
treatment response is assessed months after radiotherapy to
allow the tumor to regress and to avoid confounding acute
therapy effects. This paper investigates the use of hybrid 18Flurodeoxyglucose (18 F-FDG) positron emission tomography/
magnetic resonance (PET/MR) imaging for early visualization
of tumor changes during treatment. Qualitative and quantitative comparison of changes in the anatomical and functional
parameters is presented by multi-point serial scanning of head
and neck cancer patients undergoing RT. Parameters derived
from diffusion weighted imaging and PET imaging are found to
trend differently in the patient with recurrence in comparison
to patients without recurrence. By reporting feasibility and early
findings of PET/MR within treatment, this study suggests that
PET/MR has the potential to demonstrate mid-treatment tumor
changes. A combination of anatomical and functional parameters
can be used to guide potential treatment re-planning for patients
who do not respond well to the initially planned treatment
strategy.
Index Terms—Cancer therapy response, multi-parametric
PET/MR imaging, head and neck cancer.

I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HE standard organ-preserving treatment strategy for the
management of patients with head and neck carcinoma
is radiation therapy (RT) with or without chemotherapy [1].
Tumor location, invasion of adjacent structures and presence
of distant metastasis are the key factors that drive the choice
of therapy [2]. Typically, a standard dose of radiation is
prescribed following strict dose and volume constraints. These
constraints are based on anticipated tolerance to radiation
in the population instead of an individual’s normal organ/or
tumor radio-sensitivity. In addition, treatment response is
typically assessed 3 − 4 months after RT is completed to
allow the acute radiation-related inflammation to resolve and to
allow continued tumor cell death and apoptosis. This delayed
evaluation, however, precludes the possibility of treatment replanning for poor responders.
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There are many clinical and pathological factors aside
from primary tumor site and American Joint Committee
on Cancer’s tumor, nodes, metastasis (AJCC TNM) staging that influence an individual tumor’s response to radiation. Some of these include metabolic target volume on
18
F-flurodeoxyglucose (FDG) positron emission tomography
(PET) images, tumor’s intrinsic radio-sensitivity, re-population
and hypoxia [3]. Biomarkers that can demonstrate these intrinsic tumor characteristics and how they change with therapy
are therefore necessary to stratify potentially non-responding
tumors early in the treatment.
Positron Emission Tomography/ Computed Tomography
(PET/CT) has been evaluated for RT response assessment [4],
[5]. The lower soft-tissue contrast of CT, however, makes the
study of anatomical changes inside the tumor sub-volumes
difficult. In addition, large inter-observer variability is reported
in delineating head and neck tumors on CT images [6].
This paper evaluates the new integrated positron emission
tomography/ magnetic resonance (PET/MR) imaging modality
for tumor response assessment to radiotherapy. FDG-PET has
been tested in the context of RT response assessment and
is known to be a useful marker for radio-resistance [4], [5].
The head and neck region is very complex with structures
like salivary glands, lymphoid tissue and laryngeal muscle.
Higher soft tissue contrast and lower susceptibility to dental
filling artifacts makes magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
an appropriate imaging modality in this case [7], [8], [9].
Integration of PET and MR imaging is expected to increase
the accuracy of lesion-based analysis resulting from better
alignment and synergistic analysis of both imaging data in
a region like head and neck that has high mobility and
anatomical complexity. Some studies have assessed PET/MR
for initial staging of head and neck cancer [10], [11]. PET/MR
for RT response assessment, to the best of our knowledge, has
not been reported. In this prospective pilot study, we examine
on-treatment changes in FDG-PET/MR parameters and show
that total lesion glycolysis assessed as early as two weeks into
radiotherapy could potentially be used as a biomarker for early
response assessment.
II. M ATERIALS AND M ETHODS
A. Patients
This prospective pilot study was approved by the Domain
Specific Review Board and all patients gave written informed
consent. Seven patients (4 men, 3 women) with histologically
confirmed carcinoma of the head and neck region and planned
radical RT (with/ without concurrent chemotherapy) were
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enrolled in this study. The patients were aged between 36
and 71 years (median age 46 years). Five out of the seven
patients had undifferentiated carcinoma at the nasopharynx.
One patient had squamous cell carcinoma in the larynx and
one had squamous cell carcinoma at the floor of the mouth.
All patients received a radiation dose of 70 Gy in 33 fractions
over 6.5 weeks.

Week 4

SUVmax= 6.4

B. Imaging Schedule
Five multi-parametric PET/MRI scans including dynamic
contrast enhanced magnetic resonance imaging (DCE-MRI)
and diffusion weighted imaging (DWI) were scheduled per
patient. The first scan was obtained at baseline before treatment; subsequent scans were at weeks two, four and six of the
RT and the last scan was at three months post-treatment. 222
Megabecquerel (MBq) of FDG was injected on the initial scan
and 111 MBq was injected for the subsequent scans. Fig. 1
illustrates the scan schedule.

C. Image Acquisition
Images were acquired on a 3T Biograph mMR (Siemens
Healthcare, Germany). All patients fasted for at least six hours
prior to examination. The following sequences were acquired
using a dedicated head/neck coil; three-dimensional (3D) T1weighted spin echo image (TR= 736 ms, TE= 8.4 ms), 3D
T2-weighted image (TR= 7550 ms, TE= 85 ms), RESOLVE
diffusion-weighted (DW) images (b= 0, 100, 500 and 1000
s/mm2 , TR= 8100 ms, TE= 69 ms, acquired voxel size
= 2 × 2 × 4 mm), spoiled gradient echo dynamic contrast
enhanced scan (TR= 3.65 ms, TE= 1.23 ms, flip angle = 15◦ ,
2.13 s temporal resolution, acquired voxel size = 0.6×0.6×1
mm). After ten measurements of the 3D spoiled gradient echo
sequence, 0.1 mmol/kg of gadolinium-based contrast agent
Gadovist (Bayer, Germany) was intravenously injected at 3
ml/s with a power injector followed by a 20 ml saline flush.
PET images were acquired for 10 minutes in the head and
neck region at 60 ± 12 minutes post FDG injection. The
images were reconstructed using the iterative ordered-subset
expectation maximization algorithm, three iterations and 21
subsets, a Gaussian filter with 3.0 mm full width at half maximum and a 344 × 344 image matrix. Automatic attenuation
correction was performed based on a four-compartment-model
attenuation map.

3 months

SUVmax= 2.6

SUVmax= 3.0

Fig. 2: This figure illustrates multi-modality imaging changes
during RT in a patient with complete response (patient 4).
Changes in T2-weighted images, DW b500 images, fused
PET/MR images and permeability surface-area product (PS)
maps are shown.

D. Parameter Analysis
The tumor lesions were manually contoured on T2-weighted
MR images and DW images with diffusion coefficient 500 (b
= 500) by a senior head and neck cancer radiation oncologist.
T2-weighted images were used as anatomic reference for
marking the area with restricted diffusion on b500 images.
Gross tumor volumes were computed from MR (GTV-MR)
and DW (GTV-DW) contours. DW contours were applied to
the corresponding apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) maps
and the mean ADC values were computed.
DCE-MRI concentration time curves were analyzed using
the distributed parameter (DP) tracer kinetic model [12]. For
the arterial input function, a region of interest (ROI) was manually drawn at a vertebral artery. Model fitting was performed
by using a nonlinear optimization algorithm, lsqcurvefit in
MATLAB R2016a. Pixels with fitting failure were determined
by low fraction of modeling information with a threshold of
0.995 or very low SNR and were excluded [13]. DP model
provides perfusion (F), permeability surface area product (PS),
fractional plasma volume (vp ), fractional extravascular extracellular space volume (ve ), and blood volume transfer constant
Ktrans . The Ktrans obtained with DP model is a product of
first pass extraction ratio (E).
An ROI was drawn enclosing the primary tumor on the standardized uptake value (SUV) image. Maximum standardized
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TABLE I: Median[range] changes in various parameters between baseline and weeks 2 and 4 of RT. The numbers in bold
are statistically significant with p < 0.05.
Baseline to week 4

GTV-MR
(cm3 )
GTV-DW
(cm3 )
MTV
(cm3 )
ADCmean
(×10−3 mm2 /s)
SUVmean

−4.32
[−12.19, −1.30]
−4.97
[−15.28, 0.79]
−0.62
[−1.32, 0.53]
0.26
[0.05, 0.48]
0.91
[−13.18, 6.33]
1.11
[−15.86, 8.06]
−1.91
[−28.85, 41.98]
19.36
[−65.60, 217.45]

−8.06
[−24.40, −3.68]
−11.75
[−19.70, −1.25]
−0.61
[−3.17, 4.10]
0.34
[0.08, 0.51]
−1.54
[−15.20, 0.00]
−1.87
[−18.58, 0.08]
−4.49
[−30.33, 21.68]
56.54
[−8.00, 114.07]

SUVmax
TLG
(cm3 × SUV)
PS
(ml/min/100 ml)

uptake value (SUVmax ) was computed inside the ROI. A 70%
of SUVmax threshold was applied to segment out the metabolic
target volume (MTV) of the tumor. Minimum, maximum, and
mean SUV values were computed inside the MTV. Total lesion
glycolysis (TLG) was computed using the product of SUVmean
and MTV.
TABLE II: Median[range] changes in various parameters between baseline and week 6 of RT and between baseline and
three months post-treatment follow-up. The numbers in bold
are statistically significant with p < 0.05.
Parameter

Baseline to week 6

Baseline to 3 months

GTV-MR
(cm3 )
GTV-DW
(cm3 )
MTV
(cm3 )
ADCmean
(×10−3 mm2 /s)
SUVmean

−12.78
[−28.11, −4.37]
−14.99
[−15.98, −5.97]
−0.51
[−2.98, 1.29]
0.53
[0.47, 0.61]
−2.32
[−14.55, −0.38]
−2.81
[−17.87, −0.50]
−4.31
[−30.78, 4.67]
−24.55
[−32.05, −17.04]

−10.97
[−26.72, −3.24]
−12.90
[−30.27, −5.71]
−1.53
[−4.10, −0.71]
0.42
[−0.08, 0.74]
−1.42
[−4.68, 1.39]
−1.91
[−5.40, 1.29]
−10.86
[−32.42, −2.58]
−15.00
[−18.24, 36.50]

SUVmax
TLG
(cm3 × SUV)
PS
(ml/min/100 ml)

III. R ESULTS
Seven patients have been scanned in this study. Four patients
have completed all five scans. Three patients missed some midtreatment scans due to treatment related side-effects, namely
fatigue and mucositis. All patients attained complete radiological response at three months post-treatment and to date, there
is one loco-regional recurrence (patient 3). One patient died
of distant metastasis to the liver (patient 2). Fig. 2 illustrates
multi-parametric changes in the tumor for a representative
patient with complete response (patient 4).
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Fig. 3: Changes in (a) GTV-MR and (b) GTV-DW for the
seven patients. Progressive reductions were observed both in
GTV-MR and GTV-DW as RT commenced.

The anatomic tumor volume delineated on MR and DW
images reduced as RT commenced (Fig. 3). Tables I and II
enlist changes in various parameters between baseline and the
subsequent scans. The numbers in bold represent statistically
significant observations with p < 0.05. Statistically significant
reductions were observed in GTV-MR and GTV-DW at all
imaging time-points with respect to the baseline measurement.
An average of 50% reduction in GTV-MR and GTV-DW is
observed between baseline and week 4 scan.
Statistically significant rise in mean ADC was observed at
all imaging time-points with respect to the baseline observation (Tables I and II). The mean ADC value in patient
3 was, however, below baseline at three months follow-up
scan (Fig. 4(a)). Patient 3 was diagnosed with loco-regional
recurrence eight months after the last follow-up scan.
A decreasing trend was observed in MTV for majority of
the patients. Fig. 4(b) shows the variations in MTV in all the
patients. The patient with loco-regional recurrence (patient 3)
exhibited increase in MTV at week 2 of RT with a subsequent
decrease. Residual MTV at three months follow-up scan in
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Fig. 4: Changes in (a) mean ADC values and (b) MTV for the
seven patients. Mean ADC values increased with treatment.
Patient with recurrence showed a drop in mean ADC at
three months post-treatment scan. There was a mid-treatment
increase in MTV in three out of the seven patients.

Fig. 5: Changes in (a) SUVmax and (b) TLG for all patients.
Mid-treatment rise in SUVmax was observed in four out of
the seven patients. Patient 3 had a big TLG peak at week 2
of radiotherapy.

patient 3 was also higher than that observed in all other
patients. The missing points in the graph correspond to the
missed scans.
In three out of the seven patients, a temporary rise in
SUVmax was observed at week 2 of RT. Majority of patients demonstrated a mid-treatment rise in SUVmax at some
point during the therapy (Fig. 5(a)). Statistically significant
changes in mean or maximum SUV were not observed for
any imaging time-point (Tables I and II). TLG was found
to steadily decrease with treatment except for patients 2 and
3 who had temporary increase in TLG at weeks 6 and 2
respectively (Fig. 5(b)). Statistically significant reduction in
TLG was observed between observations at baseline and week
6 (Table. II).
No consistent trends were observed in the functional parameters extracted from DCE-MRI. Permeability surface area
product was found to temporarily increase between baseline
and week 4 of treatment with a subsequent decrease to below

baseline by week 6 and three months follow-up scans (Tables. I
and II).
IV. D ISCUSSION
The therapeutic index of RT with or without chemotherapy
is low. The ability to stratify patients as early as possible
can potentially improve overall cancer outcome for this group
of patients by selectively targeting more aggressive tumors
for more intensive treatment. The integrated PET/MR imaging offers the opportunity to mine multiple anatomical and
functional parameters from the tumor sub-volumes during
treatment. This paper presents analysis of how various imaging
parameters change inside the tumor sub-volume as the therapy
progresses.
Anatomic volume on T2−weighted images, GTV-MR, was
reduced by > 30% at week 2 and by > 50% at week 4. Similar
percentage changes in anatomical volumes were reported by
other studies investigating changes in tumor volume within
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treatment in head and neck cancer cases [5], [14], [15].
These consistent findings across multiple centers validate the
feasibility of tumor-based early response assessment.
Volume contoured on DWI b500 images also reduce significantly with treatment. This finding is similar to previously
reported changes in volumes based on DWI images [14].
Significant increase in mean ADC values is observed at all
imaging time-points (Tables I and II). Increase in diffusion is
correlated with reduced tumor cellularity and likely response
to treatment [5]. Multiple studies on DWI as a predictor of
tumor response validate this hypothesis and report similar
results [14], [16], [17], [18]. The decrease in ADC value for
patient 3 at three months follow-up scan could be indicative
of tumor cell re-population.
The changes in MTV were found to be inconsistent. In three
out of the seven patients, there was an increase in MTV at
some point in the treatment. This increase could be related
to inflammation in the mucosa surrounding the tumor. The
maximum SUV uptake also peaked at week 2 for three out
of the seven patients, potentially due to similar reasons. The
patient with recurrence (patient 3), however, demonstrated
much higher increase in SUVmax at week 2.
Total lesion glycolysis is increasingly being studied in the
context of response assessment [19], [20], [21], [22]. TLG was
found to decrease with treatment with two exceptions, patient
2 and patient 3. Patient 3 had a big TLG peak at week 2
and patient 2 had a TLG peak at week 6. The TLG peak of
patient 3, at week 2 could potentially be due to tumor hypoxia,
RT-induced re-population or inflammation.
Parameters from DCE-MRI have been shown to correlate
with microvascular density and hypoxia, as well as RT outcome [24], [25], [26]. Role of these parameters, however,
is unclear in mid-therapy assessment. We did not observe
coherent trends in the DCE parameters. Temporary increase in
permeability surface area product observed between baseline
and at weeks 2 and 4 may suggest vessel damage due to
treatment.
Our analysis on the first few subjects suggest that significant
changes can be observed in various anatomical and functional
parameters as early as week 2 of treatment. ADC and TLG,
in combination with other anatomical parameters could potentially be bio-markers for treatment response assessment.
Relative changes in these parameters could be more useful
indicators than their absolute values. Further investigation on a
larger patient group is required to confirm these findings. This
study is limited by its small data size. We are expanding the
patient cohort to further confirm these early findings. Another
possible source of inaccuracy could be the manual contouring
of the tumor in the DW images. The geometric distortions
inherent in the standard EPI sequence DW images make
tumor contouring very difficult and preclude the use of DW
images in radiotherapy planning [27]. To mitigate this source
of inaccuracy we have used the RESOVLE sequence from
Siemens Healthcare, Germany. RESOLVE generates images
with less distortion and higher spatial resolution.

V. C ONCLUSION
The clinical goal behind the presented research is to find
imaging bio-markers that can reliably differentiate responders
from potential non-responders early in the treatment. This
prospective pilot study evaluates the optimal timing and utility
of interim functional imaging with serial FDG PET/MRI
scans before, during and after radiotherapy. Preliminary data
suggests that an interim scan at week 2 of RT has the potential
to be a clinically feasible time-point for response assessment. Functional parameters derived from PET and diffusion
weighted imaging, in combination with other parameters, are
potentially useful imaging markers for treatment response
and disease outcome. Decreasing total lesion glycolysis and
increasing apparent diffusion coefficient seem to be indicative
of good treatment response. Further analysis on a bigger
patient group is necessary to confirm these findings.
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